This Fence and Deck Portfolio shows some of the past work done for clients, from simple
deck staining and repairs to the installation of numerous fence types, including a massive
anti-sound fence against a highway, in PT, cedar, and Ipe, a Brazilian walnut.
See the Landscaping Portfolio for photos of those projects.

FENCES

Yard Rescue installs and repairs all kinds of fences, working around
trees and building gates on-site.

Four feet high can do the job, fitting
in to the surroundings without
being obtrusive.

Here, five-foot boards topped with lattice
established the right balance between
privacy and neighbourliness.

Another location: different needs. Five foot
boards, again, topped with lattice, but this
client wanted cedar.

A nice, secluded deck was being over-powered
by a new home. Six-foot boards and 22-inch
lattice will restore some privacy, and we’ll go
back in the spring to add some trees, such as
fast-growing trembling aspen whose leaves
help muffle unwanted sounds.

Over 100 feet of a massive property fence and sound barrier along Highway 7 were destroyed by
wind. From left to right you can see some of the original sections, new posts where the wind took
posts and all, and 3 sections where some of the structure was intact but where the wind took the
perpendicular pieces.

The innovative solution: 115 feet of 8-foot high fence built with three pieces of PT plywood. The
center piece of each section was offset, as shown in the red circle. Two 1-foot overlaps with its
neighbouring pieces of plywood blocks the sound from the highway while allowing prevailing
winds from the near side to pass through the fence.

Two sides of an Ipe fence with cedar posts, before, during and after construction. While Yard
Rescue normally uses only wood from Canada, we made an exception for this property.
West side: before and after

East side: during and after

DECKS

While we build and repair decks, the photos below just show a few repair jobs,
demonstrating the value of staining and that large expenses can be deferred with a
little maintenance.

Staining: Before and After

Deck Repair A: Rotted joists and non-code railings were replaced and the deck stained.

Deck Repair B: Rotted joists and deck boards replaced, new seating area installed, and the
deck was stained.

